
	

Inspired meeting space HOWDO opens as venue  
for creative, professional collaboration 

Next door to and backed by ad agency greenlight, HOWDO is first-of-its-kind in Dallas 
 

Dallas, Texas – January 19, 2017 – Creative advertising agency greenlight announced 
today the official opening of HOWDO, a first-of-its-kind modern meeting experience. 
Located in downtown Dallas’ Trinity Industrial District, this industrial-chic venue facilitates 
immersive thinking for professional and creative planning and doing. 
 
The comfortable, creative, 3,500 square-foot space encourages collaboration and 
eliminates distractions, while the state-of-the-art facility offers tools to ponder, develop, 
present and communicate with set intentions.   
 
HOWDO was conceptualized, designed and is backed by greenlight.  
 
“We created HOWDO to be a space where big ideas are born,” greenlight CEO and 
Founder Erik Herskind said. “As a creative agency always considering experiences, 
creativity and collaboration for our clients, we identified a white space in the Dallas market.  
The need for a meeting space that doesn’t distract or inhibit our thinking was glaring, so, 
we created HOWDO to be that for the community.” 
 
Whether it’s a corporate offsite, a creative workshop, a special event or gathering, HOWDO 
was designed for flexibility. HOWDO’s open floor plan allows for furniture to be configured 
based on needs. Additionally, interactive surfaces, a pool table, and a presentation-style 
chef’s kitchen were all thoughtfully designed to encourage impromptu moments. 
 
Some features of the space include:  

• Conference room equipped for 24 with conference table, chairs, and two TVs and 
whiteboard work space 

• State-of-the-art audiovisual system including: speakers, computer hook-ups and 
free wireless internet 

• Den equipped with small meeting table, couches and chairs for smaller, breakout 
sessions or more intimate gatherings 

• Focus group capabilities 
• Full kitchen 
• Free parking 
• Private entrance 
• Private bathrooms 
• Personal service manager 
• Open-vendor policy for catering purposes 
• Rooftop patio, coming spring 2017 

 
HOWDO is available for rental and bookings immediately. For more information and to book 
an event at HOWDO, please visit www.HOWDODallas.com.  
 
ABOUT HOWDO 
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HOWDO is an industrial-chic, modern meeting experience realized by a proven agency of 
creative experts. The space, located in Dallas’ up-and-coming Trinity Industrial District, 
boasts 3,500 square-feet of state-of-the-art, thoughtfully designed and flexible workspace 
for innovators, creators, and doers. Features and amenities include a state-of-the-art 
conference room, breakout areas, full chef’s kitchen, and coming in 2017, a rooftop patio. 
HOWDO was designed, is backed by, and stands next door to creative agency greenlight. 
For rental and booking information, and to schedule a tour of HOWDO, please visit 
www.HOWDODallas.com. Follow HOWDO on social on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.  
 
ABOUT GREENLIGHT 
Passionate about bringing brands to life, independent creative agency greenlight are 
experts in brand development and strategic thinking around promotion and platform 
design. Based in Dallas, Texas, this 10-year-old agency works closely with its partners, 
including Gold's Gym, La Quinta Inns & Suites, La Cantera Resort & Spa and Plum Yoga in 
Dallas to bring innovative thinking, goals and ultimately, brands, to life. The agency's 
dedication to a robust agency culture, one that is inclusive, fun and atypical (in a good 
way), led greenlight to be named one of the Dallas Business Journal's 2016 Best Places to 
Work in North Texas. 
 
Contact: 
Claire Higgins 
Claire@greenlightad.com  
214.393.8470  
 
 


